
Accessing FPDS-NG Directly to do your reports: 

Please be advised we are very well aware of the problems everyone is having in accessing and/or 

completing your FPDS-NG award and modification reports through the C.Buy Interface.  This has become 

an increasing problem due to the fact that the last upgrade to C.Buy was designed to be compatible with 

Version 1.3 of the FPDS software.  

In March of this year FPDS moved from Version 1.3 to Version 1.4. Additionally there have been two 

service pack releases to version 1.4.  We realize this has made you connectivity to FPDS-NG through the 

C.Buy interface difficult if not impossible at times to enter and complete a report.  This problem is due 

to software compatibility issues which we have no control over at the present time.  

Due to end of year workload, software testing, and reporting for data calls, we can only focus on 

obligation errors to assist in seeing that all obligations are completed by end of year.  The following 

guidance is provided for you to report directly to FPDS-NG in order to complete your FPDS reports 

timely.  

If you are not having a problem using the interface then continue to do so.  Going directly will require 

that you enter additional information which is now brought over through the interface, such as the 

dollar values.  You will need to be prepared to enter all data from scratch on a new award report.  

Every C.Buy account holder has an FPDS account.  If you cannot wait until after end of year to get a 

response from us on resolving the many system and coding errors you are having with FPDS through the 

C.Buy interface, we encourage you to go direct.  

To access FPDS-NG directly the link is as follows:  

https://www.fpds.gov/ 

When you get to the web page you will be asked to enter your user name and your password.  The 

standard user name for all account holders is you official NOAA e-mail address: Example, 

John.H.Doe@noaa.gov 

 

You will be required to enter your password which is case sensitive.  If you do not remember your 

password, you will need to contact clientservices@noaa.gov to request that your password be reset.  

https://www.fpds.gov/
mailto:John.H.Doe@noaa.gov
mailto:clientservices@noaa.gov


Every account holder should have a full set of permissions when creating or editing a document to;  

Create a New Report, Save Draft, Validate, Approve, Correct, Modify, and Print 

If you are creating a new award report, you will need to select the type of award from the FPDS Desktop. 

 

The data to be entered is contingent on the type of award report.  

When creating a new award report the award PIIN must always be preceded by DOC.  If your award PIIN 

in C.Buy is DG133W10SU12345 then you would enter DOCDG133W10SU12345. 

 

If you are awarding a new report against a GSA IDV then you must enter the GSA IDV number and the 

referenced Agency Code. 

Example: A new report being awarded to “Digital Sandbox, Incorporated, GS35F0009R 

Enter the award PIID 

Enter the GSA referenced IDV # 

Click on the radial button to search the FPDS system for a match on the GSA contract number to locate 

the Agency ID 

 



The following screen will open matching the GSA IDV number as a good number and also provide the 

Agency Code of 4730. 

 

Click Select and the report screen will populate as shown below.  If you do not get a match then your 

referenced GSA IDV is incorrect or invalid.  

 

Many of you will have documents that you have created which are in Draft Correct status, Draft Error 

status, Error Status, or Unsaved Status.  

 

From the FPDS Desktop in your account you can select these In Box categories. 

When you click on the link a list of actions will appear. By clicking on the hyper link in the list, you can 

open that document  to; Correct, Modify, Validate, Approve, and Save.  

 



From the FPDS Desk Top in your account in the upper left of the screen there is a Help Button.  This 

same Help Button is also on the FPDS web page prior to log in. By clicking on Help you will be brought to 

the following screen: 

 

This is a scrolling menu and will provide answers step by step on how to use FPDS-NG.  

 

The direct link to this help desk screen is at: 

 https://www.fpds.gov/help/index.jsp 

 

Example: If you selected “Create a PO” you will see the following:  

https://www.fpds.gov/help/index.jsp


Each link provides step by step instructions with sub-links to further explain the field or data element to 

be entered.  

 

We cannot provide you guidance on how you should code your FPDS report. If you validate a document 

and receive error messages at the top of the screen, you need to look for the highlighted fields which 

have an incorrect choice and make an appropriate selection.  If you do not know the correct choice to 

make, please consult with your CO or Team Lead. 

You may also call the FPDS-NG help Desk for clarification on an error message or coding issue at 703-

390-5360. 

Note:  If you create a report directly and do not follow the document identification reporting formats 

referenced above, it is possible that you will never be able to access that document again through the 

C.Buy FPDS Interface and you will have to go directly in the future.  

NOTE: Some individuals have expressed concern that when awarding a GSA IDV award to a specific 

vendor that when they go to FPDS, FPDS populates the vendor field with a different vendor name and 

DUNS, and even a different NAICS code.  

Please be aware that this is normal. The FPDS system is cross referencing your award report against the 

GSA IDV contract tables and the FPDS system will change the vendor name and other data elements 

about the vendor to match the vendor data on file and registered for that GSA Contract holder; it may 

not be the same as the name of the vendor you have made the award to.  

If you have questions or concerns about this go to the GSA web site and look up the GSA contract 

number. The link is: http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/104447 

http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/104447

